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1. I ntroduct ion 
The Communication Analysis Tool for the Space Station (CATSS) 
developed for NASA/Johnson Space Center is a FORTRAN language software 
package capable of predicting the communications links performance for 
the Space Station (SS) communication and track1ng (C & T) system as 
shown in Fig. 1. It is an interactive software package currently 
developed to run on the DEC/VAX computers. The CATSS models and 
evaluates the various C & T links of the SS, which includes the 
modulation schemes such as Binary-Phase-Shift-Keying (BPSK), BPSK with 
Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (PN/BPSK), and M-ary Frequency-Shift-
, 
Key? ng with F.-equency Hopp; n9 (FH/MFSK). Optical Space Communi cat i on 
link is also included. Table 1 shows the CATSS models relative to the 
current 55 liniks. 
CAT55 is a C & T system engineering tool for SS design. It can be 
used to predict and analyze the system performance for different link 
environment. Identif'ication of system weaknesses can be achieved 
through eval uat i on of performance with varyi ng system parameters. 
System tradeoff for different values of system parameters can be made 
based on the performance prediction. With all these functional 
capabilities, CATSS serVElS as an essential and inevitable design and. 
ope rat ion computer-a i died tool for the SS, as \'ihat the CLASS 
(Communications Link Analysis and Simulation System) does currently for 
the TDRS5. 
In the chapters to follow, the design concept of the CATSS, the 
link models and performance capability, instruction for accessing and 
running CATSS, and the CATSS output will be discussed. Sample run of 

































































































































































































































































































Tabl e 1. CATSS r~ODELS RELATIVE TO 
-
CURRENT SPACE STATION LINKS 
Link 
1. Energy Section - Relay Satellite 
1.1 Forward {TORS to 5S) 
1 2 Return (SS to TORS) 
2. SS - Rel ay Sate" ite 
. 
2.1 Forward (TORS to S5) 
2.2 Return (S5 to TDRSS) 
3. 5S - 5Sa 
3.1 Forward (5S to SSO) 
3.2 Return (SSO to S5) 
4. 5S - OTV 
4.1 Forward (S5 to OTV) 
4.2 Return (OTV to' 55) 
5. S5 - EVA/Free-Flyer Multiple Access 
i 
5.1 Forward (55 to EVA/FF) p' 
5.2 Return (EVA/FF to SS) 
6. 5S - EVA/Free-Flyer Hi deband 
6.1 Forward (55 to EVA/FF) 




PN/QPSK, convolutional code 
BPSK 
BP5K/QP5K convulutional code 
BPSK, convolutional cade 
BPSK, convolutional code 
PN/BP5K, convolutional code 
PN/QP5K, convolutional code 
FH/MF5K, convolutional code 
FH/MFSK, convolutional code 
BPSK, convolutional code 














2. ]esign Philosophy 
When the CATSS was designed and developed, the following guidelines 
were followed: 
(1) CATSS will serve as both a design tool in the system design 
stage and performance analysis tool in the system operdtion 
stage. 
(2) It will possess a maximum flexibility for any system change and 
expansion. 
(3) It should be easy to use and maintain. 
(4) The output data of CATSS should be arranged in the form 
suitable for design and evaluation purposes. 
(5) Computation time should be kept as a minimum. 
In view of the above requirements, the CATSS software is coded in a 
logical and structural modular fonn so that software ma'intenance and 
expansion do not require excessive effort. Fast algorithms, e.g. 
recursive interations, are applied for computation whenever it is 
possible. In the present stage, CATSS makes use of analytical results 
only and no simulation is involved. In the future, simulation may be 
necessary for the Cf;ses no analytical results are known. However, since 
computer simulation (Monte Carlo type of simulation) requires very long 
computation time, it is in general not a very attractive method. A 
compromise technique, termed analytic simulation, js one which combines 
the analysis and simulation together. In this case, the advantage for 
both analysis and simulation will be available. This analytic 
\ 






Graphical display is an option provided by the CATSS to yield a 
clear and instant overview of the system performance. Due to facility 
constraint, the graph'lc display capability is developed only for 
terminals (CRT or hard copy). In the neJt\'~~ phase of CATSS development, 
higher resolution grnhic display will be developed for graphic plotter. 
Fig. 2 is a software organization of the current CATSS 
architecture. It is a link oriented architecture by itself. The user 
is able to access anyone of the five links at any time through the 
control of the CATSS control routine. 
Fig. 3 shows a design procedure of the 55 CIT link by using the 
CAT55.as a design and analy.sis tool. An optimized system with respe~t 
to system parameters can be achieved by the recursive process as shown 
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ARCHITECTURE (LINK ORIENTED) ORIGINAL P/~a~ is 









































Fig. 3. SPACE STATION SYSTEM DESIGN PROCEDURE 
















3. Link Models and Performance Capability 
In this section the link models analyzed and evaluated by the CATSS 
are briefly discussed. Details of these models dre discussed in the 
final reportl. The models of each link are made to be generic in nature 
so that they possess a high flexibility for any possible system 
modification and expansion. In the following sections, the models of 
the transmitters, channel~, noise and jamming, and receivers structure 
are provided for each link so that interpretation of the CATSS output 
can be made accurately~ The dimension and value range of each parameter 
are also indicated so that meaningless input values can be avoided. 
1 Final report on "Space Station Communication and Tracking 







3.1 ,RF Li nk Budge!. 
The RF link budget rr~dels the radio frequency power gain/loss Over 
the space channel. It models the antennas gain and space loss between 
the transmi tter cNld the recei ver. 
3.1.1 .§,tsJ:,em Parameters 
1. Oi stance (kil orneter), [>OJ2 
2. Transmitter (parabolic) antenna diameter (meter), [>OJ 
3. Trans~itter antenna aperture loss factor [0 to 1J 
4. Receiver (parabolic) antenna diameter (meter), [>1] 
5. Receiver antenna aperture loss factor [0 to 1J 
6. Carrier frequency (GHz) [>0] , 
7. Atmospheric absorption loss (dB/Km) [> OJ 
3.1.2 CATSS Output 
1. Transmitter antenna gain (dB) 
2. Receiver antenna gain (dB) 
3. Free space loss (dB) 
4. Atmospheric absorption loss (dB) 
5. iotal gain(loss) (dB) 
3.1.3 Output Format 
1. Printed Value 
All values in Sect. 3.1.2 
2. Graphic plot 
Total gain (loss) versus input parameter 
2 Note that the dimension, if there is, of each parameter is 










,----ofineom----------------------" .. ,"-----, 
3.2 RF Single Access with PN/BPSK 
The RF single access link with PN/BP5K modulation is modeled in 
Fig. 410 The jamming in this link is assumed to be pulse jamming and its 
model is illustrated in Fig. 5. 
This link can model the following S5 links 
1. S5/Relay Satellite 
2. SS/Space Shuttle Orbiter 
3. SS/Orbital Transfer Vehicles 
4. SS/EVA, Free-Flyers 
3.2.1 Syste~ ParameterJ_ 
1. With or without interleaving 
2. With or without coding 
3. Convolutional Code 
(3.1) Best (5,1/2) con vo 1 uti ona 1 
(3.2) Best (7,1/2) convolutional 
(3.3) Best (7,1/3) convolutional 




(4.1) Soft decision with interleaving 
(4.2) Hard decision with interleaving 
5. With or without correlation loss of front-end 
fi lteri ng 
6. Signal to jammer power ratio (dB), [see 3J 
7. Arbitrary or worst case value of the jammer duty 
factor [>0.001] 
-----
3 Values of parameters 6, 8, and 10 have to be chosen so that the error 




















































































































































































































































































































ORIGINAL r~\GW~ .3' 
fJ. /? OF POOR QUALI'IY 
r--cJ...iI1LOll1----------------~-,------, 
Fig. 5. RF SINGLE ACCESS PN/BPSK JAMMING r~ODEL 
. • PULSE JAMMING 
• S/J (S = SIGNAL POWER, J = JAMMER 
AVERAGE POWER) 
• JAMMER DUTY CYCLE p 
JAMMER PULSE 
.... I<~ ___ T 







8. Bit energy to noise spectral density ratio (dB), 
[see 3] 
9. Chip time - BPF B.W. product [>0.1] 
10. Processing gain (dB), [)O] 
11. Normalized phase nonlinearity [)O] 
3.2.2 CATSS Output 
1. BER 
2. Performance degradation due to front end filter 
3. Performance sensitivity ~tudy of system parameters 
4. System parameters tradeoff 
5. BPSK p~rformance (special case) 
3.2.3 Output Format 
1. Printed Value 
(1.1) BER 
(1.2) Performance degradation due to front 
end fi 1 ter 
2. Graphic plot 
(2.1) BER vs related pa rameter 





3.3 RF Single Access with FH/MFSK 
The RF single access link with FH/FMSK modulation is modeled in 
Fig. 6. The jarnmings in this link include full band jamming, partial 
band jamming, and multiple tone jamming. The models of these jammings 
are illustrated in Fig. 7. 
There are four different kinds of receivers modeled in CATSS, with 
each one applies to the appropriate jamming model. The general 
noncoherent MFSK receiver is illustrated in Fig. B. The signal 
processing unit for each kind of receiver is shown in Fig. 9. 
This link can model the SS/EVA, Free-Flyers forward link with the 
user interference modeled as jammers. 
~.3.1 System Parameters 
The system parameters are divided into several groups and are 
illustrated in Table 2. The following lists the parameters along with 
their limit values. 
3.3.1.1 General System Parameters 
1. Jamming type 
2. With or without thermal noise 
3. Bit energy to noise spectral density rat"io Eb/NO.' used 
when thermal noise is included (dB), [see 4] 
4. Number of orthogonal signals M in MFSK [2,4,B,16,32] 
5. Number of hops per symbol, diversity [1~,~B] 
6. Cadi ng type 
7. Rate of dual-k convolutional code [<1.0] 
4Values of parameters 3 and 9 have to be chosen so that the error bound 































































































































































































































ORIC'HNAl PAG~ _Zi 
OF POOR QUALITY ~--oL1n~"1-------------------------------------' 
Fig. 7. RF SINGLE ACCESS FH/MFSK JAMMING ~10Da 
• FULL BAND JAMMING 
• JAMMER UNIFORMLY OCCUPIES THE WHOLE HOPPING 
BANDWIDTH W 
• EFfECTIVELY RAISES THE BACKGROUND THERMAL 
NOISE LEVEL 
I ..... ~r:----- W 
• PARTIAL BAND JAMMING 
. 
• JAMMER OCCUPIES A CONTIGUOUS BANDWIDTH pW 
(0 < P < 1) OF THE TOTAL HOPPING BANDWIDTH W 
.... p\·l ... 
-I [ 1'][ JT/pj 
I< W - ~ I 
• MULTIPLE TONE JAMMING 
• JAMMERS'ARE IN THE .FORM OF EQUAL POWER CW SIGNALS 
. 
WITH FREQUENCIES WITHIN'THE HOPPING FREQUENCY RANGE 
JAMMING TONES Tc = CHIP TIME 
I .. f 
, " 
I- HOPPING --t FREQUENCY RANGE ~ ~ 




OF POOR QUALIlY 
Fi g. 8. A GENERAL HONCOHER~~I f'lESK RECE I ~EJi. 
. \0,: ",-~,-. 
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ORIGfNAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
r--oflll{!OI1'L -----------------------, 
Fig. 9. FOUR FH/MFSK RECEIVER SIGNAL PROCESSING 
• 
UNIT STRUCTURE USED IN CATSS 
1. LINEAR COMBINING FOR FULL BAND JAMMING/NO JAMMING 
2. SUBOPTIMAL WEIGHTING UNDER PARTIAL BAND JAMMING 
• ASSUME SIDE INFORMATION ABOUT JAMMER'S 
STATE IS KNOWN 
if jammer absent 
if jammer present 
3. HARD DECISION COMBINING FOR MULTIPLE TONE JAMMING 
ifR. >r>o 1R. 
if R; R, ~ r 
4. (LINCOM PROPOSED) RANK-RATIO FOR PARTIAL BAND & 
MULTIPLE TONE JAMMING 
• RiR. = fil ('R~)Wl + fi2CRR,)W2 
where RR, = (R1R,' R2R".~.,·,RMR,) 
. WI & W2 are wei ghti ng (> 0) 
{
I if RiR. = mR,l ~ mkax {RkR,}; k=l, ••• ,M 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































8. With or without timing and frequency offset 
9. ~b/NJ (dB) [see 4J 
where Eb = bit energy 
NJ = total jammer power/hopping BW 
3.3.1.2 Parameters for full Band Jamming or No Jamming 
1. No additional parameter is required 
3.3.1.3 Partial Band Jamming Parameters 
1. Receiver structure 
2. Arbitrary or worst case value of p 
3. p value [O.01<p(I.0], (used when arbitrary value 
is des ired) 
*3.3.1.4 Multiple Tone Jamming Parameters 
1. Receiver structure 
2. Arbitrary or worst ca1~ value of S/J 
3. S/J value (dB) [>~10.J 
wher'e S = si gnal power 
J = jamme" power per tone 
(used when arbitrary S/J is desi red) 
3.3.1.5 Rank-Ratio Test Parameters 
1. Arbitrary or optimal value of threshold 
2_ Threshold value [>1.0J 
(used when arbitrary threshold is desired) 
3. Arbitrary or optimal value of weighting wI, w2 
4. Weighting WI for ranking test [>OJ 
*Options marked with a "*" are not fully developed in the software, 





(used ~/her. arbitrary wl is desired) 
5. Weighting w2 for ratio test [>OJ 
(used when arbitrary w2 is desi red) 
3.3.2 cAris Output 
3.3.2.1 With No Jamming 
1. BER for M .. ary orthogonal codi ng 
2. BER for dual-k convolutional coding 
3,3.2.2 With Full Band Jamming 
1. BER for M-ary orthogonal codi ng 
2. BER for dual .. k convolutional coding 
3.3.2.3 With Partial Band Jamming 
1. BER for M .. ary orthogonal coding 
2. BER for dual-k convolutional coding 
3. In case optimal or worst case values provided by the 
CATSS are used, the following output are given: 
(3.1) Worst case p value 
(3.2) If suboptimal weighting receiver is used 
(3.2.1) Optimal diversity for orthogonal 
coding with worst case p 
(3.2.2) Optimal diversity for dual-k 
convolutional coding with worst case p 
(3.3) If rank~ratio receiver is used 
(3.3.1) Optimal diversity for orthogonal 
coding with worst case p 
(3.3.2) Optimal threshold of the rank-ratio 
test with worst case p 




(3.3.4) Optimal weight w2 with worst case p 
*3.3.2.4 With Multiple Tone Jamming 
1. BER for M-ary orthogonal coding 
2. BER for dual-k convolution~l coding 
3. If rank-ratio receiver is used, the following 
;s also available 
(3.1) Worst case S/J value for orthogonal code 
(3.2) Worst case S/J value for dual-k conv. code 
*3.3.2.5 Performance Degradation Due to Timing and 
Frequency Offset. 
The analysis here ;s independent of all the 
analysis above. 
3.3.3 Output Format 
1. Printed value 
(1.1) BER 
(1.2) Worst case value 
(1.3) Optimal values 
(1.4) Performance degradation due to timing and 
frequency offset 
2. Graphic plot 
(2.1) BER vs appropriate parameter 
,---------=-------------ofinem - ........ 
-22-
,..---elinCom ------------------------'""1 
3.4 ]F Multiple Access with FH/MFSK 
In this link analysis is performed assuming no jamming exists, and 
interference due to other users are dominant compared to the thermal 
noise. The desired signal power is assumed to be the smallest among the 
users so that a worst case design exists. Under these assumptions, a 
worst case BER performance is computed. Rank-ratio receiver is used in 
the analysis. 
3.4.1 System Perameters 
1. Number of users [>2J 
2. Number of tones available in the total hopping bandwidth 
[>MJ 
3. Number of orthogonal signals used [M=2,4,8,16,32 ••• J 
4. Number of hops per symbol [>2, <8J 
*3.4.2 CATSS Output 
1. BER 
3.4.3 Output Format 
1. Printed value 
(1.1) BER 
2. Graphic plot 









3.5 ~pace Optical Communicat!2!L 
The optical communication link is modeled irl Fig. 10. In this link 
no jamning or interference is considered. The system parameters are 
classified into four different groups and are shown in Table 3. 
3.5.1 Syst~ Parameters 
3.5.1.1 General System Parameters 
1. Design BER [0<,<1] 
This parameter is used only for no encoding 
2. With or without coding 
3. Baseband signaling format 
This parameter is used only for,no encoding 
4. Data Rate (MBPS), [>0] 
5. Coding type 
6. Code rate (Bit/symbol) [0<,(1] 












length for convolutional code [>1] 
Decoding method, soft or hard decision 
Symbol size [2,4,8,16, ••••• ] 
Transmitter Parameters 
Optical carrier wavelength (nanometer), [>0] 
Average transmitting optical power (dBW), [any] 
Transmitter artenna gain {dB)j [>0] 
Transmitter otica1 transmission loss (dB), [<0] 
Channel Parameters 
Channel model, Gaussian or Poisson 
Distance (km), [>0] 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3.5.1.4 Receiver Parameters 
1. Extinction ratio [>0. <1] 
2. Receiver antenna diameter (m), [>0] 
3. Receiver optical transmission loss (dB), [<0] 
4. Quantum efficiency [>0, (I] 
5. Arbitrary or opti:na) APD gain 
6. Mean APD gain [>0] 
This pa.rameter is used when arbitraty APD gain 
is chosen~ 
7. Effective ratio of ionization coefficients [>0, <1] 
8. Preamplifier temperature (degree k) [>0] 
9. Equivalent preamplifier input impedance (ohm) [>0] 
10. Arbitrary or computed si gnal count val ue 
11. Average signal count per symbol time [>0] 
12. Average noise count per symbol time [>0] 
3.5.2 CATSS Output 
3.5.3 
3.5.2.1 Uncoded Case 
1. Received optical power 
2. Optical power required at receiver 
3.5.2.2 Coded Case 
1. BER 
Outeut Format 
1. Printed value 
(1.1) Recei ved optical power 
( 1.2) Optical power required at receiver 






(2.1) Received optical power vs related parameter 
(2.2) Optical power required at receiver vs related 
parameter 




4. Instructio~.Er Accessing and Running CATSS 
The CATSS system is designed to yield simplicity in accessing and 
runni ng. It will pravi de a step by step gui dance to the users so that a 
proper p,rocedure can be followed. All system parameters are defaulted 
to some values and the users can change any of them for their design 
purposes. The range of the parameter values are discussed in Section 3 
for each link. 
4.1 CATSS Runnin~ 
To access the CATSS, a user simply needs to type the system command 
$ RUN CATSS 
and the CATSS will respond with an introductory parapraph of the 
system. 5 A choice of one of the five links will allow the user to 
access that link. In each link an introduction paragraph will show the 
user the capabil ity and funct i onal ity of the '1 ink. 
A user can get out of a specific link by choosing the "ENDI! 
parameter and return to the main control routine. In this stage, 
another link can be accessed similarly. 
4.2 CATSS Termination 
To terminate CATSS properly, a user only needs to choose the "End 
of CATSS Analysis" command in the main control routine. 









ORIGINAL PAGE it! 
OF POOR QUALITY 
of RUN CATSS 
CC AA TT SS SS Vl.0 LINCOM CORP. 
WELCOME TO CAT S S 
CATSS ( COMMUNICATION ANALYSIS TOOL FOR SPACE STATION 
IS AN INlF.RACiIVE COI1PUTE:R ANALYSIS AND SII1ULATlOI~ 
TOOL DEVELOf!'ED BY LINCOM COf~P. Fon THE SPACE: STATlOI~ 
CO~1UNICATION AND TRACKING SYSTEM. IT MODELS AND 
ANALYSES THE VARIOUS COMMUNICATION AND TRACKING 
UN/.S FOR THE SF'ACEZ STATIOI~. PLEASE REFER TO THE 
USER Mf'NUAL FOR FLlf1:THER DE:TAIL m USINS THIS ANALYSIS 
SYSTEM. THANK YOU. 
o = END OF CATSS ANALYSIS 
1 .. RF L I N~; POWER BUDGET 
:2 = RF SINGLE: ACCESS (PN SPREAD) LIN~: 
:s .. RF SINGLE ACCESS (FH/MFSI<) LINI< 
'4 - RF MULTIPLE ACCE:SS (FH/MFSK) LINK 
::; .. SPACE OPTICAL CO~lI'IUNICATION LINI( 
SELECT ONE OF THE ABOYE 
1 
f"iF LJ I~I: lJUDGCT (1t~AL YB 1 S 
THE FOLLmlI NG I SAL 1 ST OF F'ARAt1ETERS TO BE DETERM I NED 
1; TRANSt11 TTEfi PAR(.\8CJL I C ANTENI~A 01At1ETER = 1. 000 11 
2: TRANSt1ITTER ANTENt~A APERTURE LOSS FACTOR'" 0.7(10 
3: RECEIVER PARABOLIC ANTENNA DIAMETER'" 1.000 M 
4: RECEIVER ANTENW; APERTURE LOSS FACTOR = (1.70(1 
5: D I STAt~CE BE TWEEN Ti'lANSt11 HER At~D RECE I VER 2(100. 000 l<t1 
6: CARRIER FREQUENCY" 31:1.000 8HZ 
7: ATI10SPHERIC ABSORPTION = 0',(JI00 OB/KI1 
ENTER THE PAR~t1ETER NUI1BER FOR THE' ONE TO BE REDEF I NED 
ENTER 0 FOR NO PARAMETER CHANGE 
CI 
ENTER l-END. 2=RESULT PRINT OUT. 3-SENSITIVITY CURVE 
2 
TRAI~SNITTER AlnENt~A GAIN = 48.394 00 
RECEIVER ANTEI~NA GAIN" 48.394 DB 
Ff\EE SPACE LOSS.. -188.(106 DB 
ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION LOSS = -20.000 08 




ORIGINAL PAG~ '$ 
OF POOR QUALITY 
ENTER 1-END. 2FR~SULT PRINT OUT. 3-SENSITIVfTY CURVE 
:3 
ENTER THE PARAtlETER NU11DER TO BE VARIED 
b 
ENTER THE LOWER. UPPER LIMIT. AND NUMBER OF POINTS IN F'LOTTING 
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-115.000 +-------------+-------------+----,.--------~.-------------+----------.. --+ 
20.000 2/1.000 28.1.100 32.(01) 36. I)C'O /Ie •• 000 
1~ENO.2=CONTINUE *** TOTAL GAIN/LOSS (DB) VS PARAMETER 6 it_* 
1 







o ", END Or. CATSS ANA~YSIS 
1 .. RF Lltn; POWER nUDGET 
2 • RF SING~E ACCESS (PN SPREAD) LINK 
:5 r, RF SING~E ACCESS (FH/MFSt<) I..INt~ 
/I ", RI!' 1'1~IL TIPLE ACCESS (FH/11FSK) ~INK 
:s .. SPACl; OPTICA~ COl1MUNICATION L.INf( 
SELECT ONE OF THE ABOVE 
2 
ORIGiN!).l r-11~f,'~! tGi 
OF POOR QUALrt,~· 
Rr 5II~GLE ACCESS L.INt: WJTH PN SPRE'AD MODULATION. CATSS/L.II~C0I1 
IT APPLIES TO THE FOL~OWING CASES. 
1. SPACE STATlON I R£::LAY SATELLITE 
2. SPACE STATION I SPACE SHUTTLE ORSnER 
3. SPACE STATIOI~ 1 ORDITAL TRANSI"ER VEHICLES 
4. SPACE STATION 1 EVA. !='REE-FLYEF:S mDEt:1AND 
THE ANALYSIS IN THIS SECTION PROVIDES 
1. eER V5 EemO 
2. BER PERFORMANCE IN THE PRESENCE OF PULSE JAMMING 
(l)ER VS S/J AND JAI1J1ER DUTY CYCLE) 
;;S. PEf"lFORt1ANCE DEGRADATI ON DUE TO FRONT El'lP F I L TER CORF:ELATl Ol~ L058 
4. PERFORMANCE WITH OR ~1l1'HOUT COI'lYO~UTI OI~f\L CODE 
(HARD/SOFT DECI8ION. INTERLEAVING) 
5, F'ERFORI1ANCE SENSITIVITY OF SYSTEt1 PARAI1ETERS 
6. BER F'EF'FOF:l1ANCE OF STANDARD BPSI~ (~jlTH (I DB PROCESS'IN) 13 GAIN) 
THE. FOLLmllNG IS A LIST OF PARAI1ETERS TO BE DETERlllNED CATSS/LINCOl1 
1: CHOICE FOR CORRELATION LOSS(CL) ~ 3 
( ~ .. F'Ei~FORI'lANCE WITHOUT TAf;lt~G CL II~rO CONSIDERATION 
( :2 = ONLY THE CL IS DESIRED ) 
( 3 .. F'ERFORI1ANCE TAI~ING CL II~TO COI~SIDERATION 
~: CHOICE OF DECOOII~G DECJSIOt~ I JNTERLEAVING .. :2 
< 1 .. HARD DECISIOI~ ~jITH INTERLEAVING) 
< 2 .. SOFT DECISION WITH INTERLEAVING ) 
( 3 • NO INTERLEAVING. WORST CASE ) 
3: CHOICE OF CONVOLUTJON,~L CODE (CONSTRAINT LENGTH. COPE RATE) .. :2 
( 1 "" BEST (5.1/2) C.C. ) 
( :2 = BEST (7.1/2) C.C. ) 
( 3 - BEST (7.1/3) C.C. ) 
( 4 .. UNCOPED ) 
4: CHOICE OF JAMt'IER DUT'{ FACTOR • 
1 .. t·tORST CASE 
:2 .. USE VALUE IN PARAt1ETER 12 
11: SIGNAL TO J At1t1ER F'OWER RAT I 0" -20.0(1(10 pro( 
1:2: PUTY FACTOR OF THE JAI111ER <>0.0(1)" (1.5000 
13: BIT ENERGY TO NOI SE SPECTRAL DENSITY RATIO ... 10.1~(lOO DB 
14: F'RE-DESF'RcAPIt~G BF'F Bt'J*CHIF' TlI1E" 2.00 
15: PROCESSING GAIN. 30.00 DB 
1 b: I~ORI'IAL I Z EO PHASE NONL I NEAR lTV ( ;'=1).) '" O. (11 
ENTER THE F'ARAt1ETER NUt1BER FOR THE ONE TO BE REDEF I NED 
ENTER 0 FOR NO PARAMETER CHANGE 
o 
ENTER l=END.' 2=RESUL'f PRINT OUT, 3=SENSrfIVITY CURVE 
:2 
CORRELATION LOSS'" -0.8933 DB 
SER.. O.35102E-12 
WORST CASE VALUE OF JAMMER DUTY FACTnR,= 0.150 







• .. CORREL.ATl ON L.OBS VB F'AfiAHETER 
2 .. I1ER V6 FARflMCnrr-< 
~ .. WOr~aT CASE kHO VEt r'MHI!TEft 
2 
CinCH THE F'r,f1AI1ETEr~ NUl1[1ER ()J(I ONLY) TO m:l' VARIEO. 
15 
ORIGrNAL PAGE fS 
OF POOR QUALI1Y 
CNHzr, THE L.O~II!R. Ur'PER LJHn. At~O NIJHIJElf OF P01l~TS IN PL.OTTING 
~o. :so. ~1 
f-("f,AI1f:TER • FARfll1ETFR H'i VAl.UE 
OUTPUT 1 ~ CORRELATION LOSS (DB) 
OUTPUT :2 • WCJhSl CASE VALUE OF J/1I111Ef, DUTY PACTOR (RHO) 
OUTPUT ~ • DIT ERROR RATE 
PAMI1ETER OUTPUl 1 OUT?UT :2 OUTPUT ~ 
------,--- --------
-------"" _.------
:20.00 DO ~r.I.893 1.00(1 0.1l::;t8E-Ol 
20.51) DB -0.893 1.000 O.::;2::;13E-O::! 
21.0el 0)3 -0.893 1.000 (1.669(>45-0;') 
21.50 DB >-(,1.893 0.950 O. 2228,;!:5-(,1~ 
:.:12.00 OS -O.8~3 O.S::;(I O.5S937rz-04 
22. S(I DB -0.893 0.750 (',16290E-04 
23.0(' DB -('.99::1 ~l. 700 C,.46632E-('5 
2:S. 51~ DB -0.893 0.6(10 0.13737E-O:5 
24.,,1;1 DB -0.89::1 0.550 CI. 411505-06 
:!4.60 DB -().69::; 0.51)0 O. I 2t157E-06 
~S.(JCI DB -0.893 (/.450 (.1. ~,S129E-07 
2~.t;;" DB -O.E'l9:5 (1.400 O. 11 EI(ISE:-07 
26. (If;' D/3 ~ 0.893 o.~,so 0.~Q996EM08 
26.50 DB -Q.893 ".3(JIJ t;1. 1 Hi47E-08 
27.00 DB ~0.893 0.250 O. ";::;~99E-(I9 
27.S0 DB -0.893 0.250 O.11S68E-09 
::8.00 DB -0.893 (1.200 O.;:'5274E-I0 
28.5,1 DB -0.893 (/.200 O.11316E-1(I 
::9.00 DB -0.893 (1.150 O.;:;~868E-ll 
29.50 DB -(1.893 Q.150 0.114185-11 
30.C10 DB -0.893 0.150 0.3510:::E-12 
-1. OCtO +------... ------+-------------+---,...---------of· ..... ------------.;.-------... -----+ 
... 





-7. (100 +-------------+-------------~,--*----------+--- ... --,,------+-------------+ 
'" * 1 if-
! !! *! ! 




-13. OI:I~' +----.. --------+-------------+-------.. -----+-------------+-------------+ 
2(J~ (10" 22. "OC, ~". CICIO 26.0(10 28. C,ClO 30.000 




ORlGINAl. F[,~f;:;:; :~ 
OF POOR QUALnotf, 
--oflnCom------------------------
rHE FOL,L.O~JlIjG Hi A J,.rEiT Of.' FlmAl'leTERS TO fJll OI!TI!RI'IlNED CAT50lL.INCOl'l 
11 CliO II:C Fer- COfi.r,fl.ATlON l.OOEHI:L.) " ~ 
( 1 'II PE~FORNrINCE WlT~~Ol)T TAI:lNG 01.. INTO CONSIDEf\ATlON 
( :: "" mIL. Y THI! CL. l S DES tRED ) 
( :; " FEf\FORfoIANCE TAI~ING CL. INTO c.:ONElIDERATlON 
2J CHOICE OF ngCOOHlG Dt;ClSlON I INTERL.EAVJNC; " 2 
C 1 " HARP PEt,:;'-;WN ~llTH INTERL.EAVING ) 
( :: .. SOFT P!!CIS10N !>lITH INTERL.EAVING ) 
( ~ " Nfl I NTIZRI.EAI/I NO. WOR5T CASE ) 
31 CHOICE or. CONVOL.UTlONAl. CODE (CONSTRAHJT L.ENOTH.CODE RATE) ", 2 
( 1 ~ SEST (3.1/2) C.C. , 
( 2 .. E!1ST (7.1/21 C.C. ) 
( !$ " DEST (7.11:3> C. C. ) 
( 4 " UNCOOe:O ) 
4# CHOICE OF "AI1t1~m tlUTY FACTOR ", 
1 III 1>/0115T CASE; 
~ " USE VAL.US IN F'ARA~IF.TER 12 
11: SIGNAL. TO JArIl1l:R PQWIZR RAYlO" -20. (~ooo 013 
l::!l DUTY .FACTOf; OF rHE: JAMM!::R C:>0.001)" 0.0010 
1~1 EIT ENF.RGY TQ NOISE $PECTRAL. Dl:NSITY RATIO" 10.1)000 DB 
141 FRg~DESPREADItJ" BPF EM.:CHJP TINE'" :.00 
1:51 PROCESSINt3 GAIN ... ~rh t)t:> DB 
161 NORNAl.lZED PHASI: NONL.INgA~rTYC:"O.) .. 0.01 
ENTER THE PARflI1EiER NUMBER FOR THE ONE TO BE REI)EF J N~O 
ENTER 0 FOR NO PF(r~AI1t;:TEr< CHANGE: 
4 
~NTEF. NEW VALUE FOR F'/1RAME1'ER 4 
2 
EIJTI':R TH£;; f'M~flt1ET£;;R NUI1EtER FOR THE ONE TO BE RE:DEFlNED 
ENT ER (/ FOR NO PtlRAt1ETEF< CHANGE 
12 
J::NT£;;R NE~I VAL-UE FOR PARAI'IETER 12 
0.5 
E:NT£;;R THE PARAt1ETER NUt1B!::R FOR "Ht:. ON£;; TO BE REOEFlN£;;O 
ENTER 0 FOR NO PARAI1ETER CHANG£;; o .. 
THE CURRENT VAL.UES FOR THE RF SWGL.E ACCESS PN SPREAD L.lNI~ ARE 
1: CHOICE: FOR CORREL.ATION L.OSS(CL.) .. 3 
( 1 " F'ERFORI1ANCE l>IITHOUr TAf:ING CL INTO CONSIP£;;RATlON 
( :2 .. ONLY THE CL 15 OE:SIRE:P ) 
! ::::; c FERFORI1ANCE TAI~ING CL. INTO COI~SIOe:RATlON 
2: CHOICE OF DECODING DECISION I INTE:RL.EAVING ~ 2 
( 1 cHARD DI::CISION WlTH lNTERI.EAVING ) 
C 2 ~ SOFT DECISION WITH INTERI.EAVING ) 
( 3 • NO INTERLI::AVING. WORST CASI:: ) 
Z: CHorCE OF CONVOL.UTIONAL. CODE (COI~STRAINT·LENGTH,COOE RATE) .. :2 
( 1 '" BEST (5.1/2) C.C. ) ( z .. eEST (7.1/2) C.C. ) 
(::;"BEST (7.1/3) C.C.) 
( 4 '" UNI;:ODED ) 
4: CHOICE OF JAMMER DUTY FACTOR c 2 
1 = NORST CASE 
:2 '" USE VALUE IN F'ARAt1ETER 12 
11 SIGNAL TO JAI'1I1ER POWER RATIO" -20, (11)1)0 DB 
12 DUTY FACTOR OF THE JAMMER ()0.001). 0.5000 
1~ SIT ENt::RG'1' TO NOISE SPECTRAl. DENSITY RATIO" 10.0001) DB 
14 PRE-OESPREADING BPF BW+tCHIF' TIME'" 2.00 
15 F'ROCESS IlliG GA IN'" 30. (I() DB 
16 NOR11ALUED PHASE NONL.INEARlTYI>=O.) ... 0.01 
~--------------------------------------------'~'1~~--~ 
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ORIGINAL. PAt;~ ,.:: 
I>. /? OF POOR QUALI,I 
.---oLinLom---'------------,'-----------
ENTER 1./ZJ~O. :! .. REOUI.1 r-F:INT OUT. ';.t>SIi.NGl TPII TV CV:';Vf! 
~ 
.. COr~REL.ATl ON L.OSS YO PAI\AI1ETER 
~ .. I'JER VEi F'ARAI'!E;Tlm 
:3 .. I~ORST CASE RHO va PAA~IETER 
2 
ENTER THE F'ARAI1ETEr< NUMBER (;>10 OI~L.Y) TO BF: YARJr.O. 
15 
WTER THE L.OWER. UPf"ER L.lt1IT. AND NUt113Er< OF POIN1S IN F'L.OTTING 
::!u. ::lil,l. 21 
PI)F.AI1ETER .. PARAI1ETER 15 VALUE 
OUTPUT 1 .. CORREL.ATION LOSS ID8) 
OUTPUT ~ - OIT ERROR RATE 
PAFiAI1E:TER OUTPUT 1 OUTPUT 2 
____ OI"t,.. ___ 
----,...--- ... _---- ... -
20.00 013 -(~. 893 O.;.':5639E-03 
:w. ~o D£i -0.89~ 0.199461.;-03 
21. ()O DB -0.893 0.94::'08r:;-04 
21.50 DB -0.893 0.44904E-04 
~::!.()O DB -0.893 O.2()~II0E-04 
Z':!.50 DB -(J.893 0.I3~Bt.OE-06 
2~.0" DB -0.893 O.32S:;IIE-O:S 
23. SCI DB -0.893 0.119481::-06 
24.00 DB -0.893 0.402181;-06 
24.60 DB -0.893 0.124571::-06 
25.00 DB -0.893 O.35~31E-07 
25.50 DB -0.89:3 0.913811::-08 
26.C:1~1 DB -0.89:;1 O.2147E1E'-08 
26.~0 DB "0.893 0.45769/::-09 
27. CIO DB -0.893 0.8832'1'E-10 
27.50 DB -0.893 O.15446E-10 
28.(10 DB -0.893 0.:24526E-11 
28.50 DB -0.893 0.355(.15£::-12 
29.00 DB -0.89:::: 0.47142E-13 
29.60 DB -0.893 0.5787t.IE-14 
30.00 DB -0.89:;:; 0.663391;-15 
-3. 000 +-------------+-----.. -------+-------------+-------------+-------------ot 
... -It 
-Ii * 




-9. 5"CI +-------------+--------------1;-------------+--*----------+-------------+ 






-16. t;ICIO +-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+------~------+ 
20. (JI)') 22.1)00 24.(01) 26.000 28.000 3(1. 000 J 
_____ :_:_:_.N_:_:_:_~_C_:_:_:_:_:_:_E_A_~_E_S_S_W_I_T_H_P_N_:_:_:_£_A_:_O_G_(_B_m_'_)_V_S __ F_~_R_~_M_E_T_E_R=~n~m 
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_ fI. ~ _, ___ -----------, 
eJ...in~om 
I 
o • END OF CAT,SS ANALYSIS 
1 .. RI'" L H'~" POWER BUDGET 
2 • RF SINGLE ACCESS (PN SPREAD) LINK 
3 m RF SINGLE ACCESS (FH/MFS~) LINK 
4 ... RF' t'IUL TIPLE ACCI::SS (FH/MFSK) LINK 
5 .. SPACE IJPTICAL Cr)MMUNICATION LINf( 
SELECT ONE OF THE AIlOVE 
;;; 
RF SINGL!:: ACCESS LINI~ WI fH FH/MFSI< ~10DUL.ATION 
THE ANALYSIS IN THIS SEt'TroN PROVIDES 
1. BER PERFORMANCE WIT., NO JAMt1tNG 
* WITH ORTHOGONAL CQDE 
* WITH DUAL-I< C.C. 
~. BER PERFORMANCE WITH FULL BAND JAMMING 
... ~IITH ORTHOGONAL CODE 
... WITH DUAL-~: C. C. 
3. F'ERFORMANCE WITH PARTIAL BAND JAI'IMING 
* BER ~JITH M-ARY ORTHOGONAL CODING 
* BER WITH DUAL-K CONVOLUTIONAL CODING 
* I~ OPTIMAL OR WORST CASE VALUES ARE USED 
~ WORST CASE RHO VALUE 
* SUBOPTIMAL WEIGHTINO RECEIVER 
* OPTIMAL PIVERSITY FOR ORTHOGONAL CODING WITH 
WORST CASE RHO 
... OPTII'IAL DIVERSITY FOR DUAL-K CONVOLUTIONAL 
CODING WITH WORST CASE RHO 
* RANf<-RATIO TEST RECEIVER 
* OPT~MAL DIVERSITY FOR ORTHOGONAL CODING WITH WORST CASE RHO 
* OPtIMAL THRESHOLD OF THE RANK-RATIO TEST WITH WORST CASE RHO 
* OPTIMAL WEIGHT W1 WITH WORST CASE RHO 
* OPTIMAL WEIGHT W2 WITH WORST CASE RHO 
4. PERFORMANCE WITH MULTIPLE TONE JAMMING 
* SER WITH ORTHOGONAL CODE 
* BER WITH DUAL-K CONVOLUTIONAL CODE 
* IF RANK-RATIO lEST R~.:!EIVER 18 USED. THE FOLLmHNH IS ALSO PROVIDED 
* WORST CASE VALUE OF S/J WITH ORTHOGONAL CODE 
* WORST CASE VALUE OF S/J WITH DUAL-K CONY. CODE 








THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF PARFI11ETERS TO BE DETERI1JNED CATS13/UNCOI1 
AI GENERAL SYSTEM PARAMETERS I 
11 JANNING TYPE" 1 
1 - ~ARTIAL BAND JAMMING 
2 • NUl..TlPLE TONE JAMMING 
:5 .. NO JAMI1ING/FULL BAND JPl111ING 
21 THERMAl.. NOlSE CONSIDERATION " 2 
I • WITHoUt THERMAL NOISE 
2 - WITH THERMAL NOISE 
31 eXT ENERGY TO NOISE SPECTRAL DENSITY RATIO· 
(USED WHEN PARA.I'Umm 2 .. 2) 
4: NUI'IBER OF ORTHOGONAL SIGNALS M (MFSI~) .. 16 
51 NUMBER OF HOPS PER SYMBOL" 4 
IF (PARM 1 .. 1 AND PARM ~2 or 2) OR 
(PARM 1 .. 2 AND PARM 42 • 2) 
ORIGINAL PAGE ~g 
OF POOR QUALITY 
10.0CIO DB 
THEN AN OPTIMAL DIVERSITY VALUE COMPUTED BY CATSS WILL BE USED 
61 CODING TYPE .. 1 
1 - ORTHOGONAL CODING 
2 a OUAL-K CONVOLUTIONAL CODING 
71 RATE OF DUAL-~ CONVOLUTIONAL CODE,.. O. :5(11)0 
81 TIMING AND FREQUENCY OFFSET ~ 1 
1 - WITHOUT INCLUDING 
2 ... INCLUDING 
(IT TAI<ES VERY LONG CPU TII1E TO INCLUDE TII1ING AND 
FREOUENCY OFFSET. BATCH JOB PROCESSING IS ADVISABLE.) 
9: EB/NJ = 10.000 DB 
WHERE E8 = BIT ENERGY 
NJ '" TOTAL JAI1~IER POWER I HOPPING EM (RAD) 
B: .NO JAI1HING/FULL BAND JA~IMING PARA~IETERS: 
NO ADDITIONAL F'ARArlETER IS REQUIRED 
c: PARTIAL BAND JAMI'IING PARAMETERS: 
31: RECEIVER STRUCTURE ~ 1 
1 = SUBOPTIMAL WEIGHTING 
2 - RAN~-RATIO TEST 
32: RHO VALUE CONSIDERATION" 1 
J .. USE THE VALUE I N PARA~IETER 33 
2 '" USE THE WORST CASE VALUE COMPUTED BY CATSS 
3~: VALUE OF RHO = 0.300 
WHERE RHD IS THE PORTION OF HOF'PING BW JA~IMEl:). ASSut1ED CONTIGUOUS 
0; MULTIPLE TONE JAI'Ii'lING PARAI1ETERS: 
4J: RECEIVER STRUCTURE" 1 
J = HARD LIMITER 
2 = RAN~-RATIO TEST 
421 S/J CONDITION ~ 2 
1 D US~ S/J VALUE IN PARAMETER 43 
2 - USE WORST CASE S/J VALUcr AS COMPUTED BY CATSS 
(PARMIETER 42 IS USED ONLY WHEN PARA~lETC::R 41 = 2) 
43: SIGNAL POWER I JAMNER PO~jER PER TONE - I).OCI DB 
E: RANK-RAT! 0 TEST PARA~IETERS: 
511 THRESHOL'D OF RAT I 0 TEST '" 2 
J a USE THE VALUE IN PARAMETER 52 
2 = USE THE OPTIMAL VALUE CONPUTED BY t:Al S,S 
52: THRESHOLD VALUE = 3~OO 
53: WEIGHTING = 2 
1 "" USE THE VALUES I N PARAMETERS 54 t\ 55 
2 - USE THE OPTIMAL WEIGHTINGS COMPUTED BY CATSS 
54: WE I GHTING FOR RANK I NS TEST. W 1 = i. oel 
55: WEIGHTING FOR RATIO TEST. W2 <: 1. 00 
ENTER THE PARAMETER NUMBER FOR THE ONE TO BE REPEFINED 
ENTER 0 FOR NO PARAMETER CHANGE 
o 
ENTER I=END. 2=RESULT PRINT OUT. 3-SENSITIVITY CURVE 
2 
WITH F'ARTI;4. BAND JA~1I1ING: 
BER FOR M'-ARY ORTHOGONAL CODING - O.90418E-02 





o • END OF CATSS ANALYSIS 
1 R RF LINK POWER aUDGET 
ORfGfNAl P./;\C!:E ~~ 
OF POOR QUALITY 
2 - RF SINGLE ACCESS (PN SF'READ) LINK 
3 • RF SINGLE ACCESS (FHIMFSK) LINI~ 
4 ... RF MULTIPLE ACCESS (FHIMFSI';) LINt< 
ei .. SPACE OF'TICAL COl111UNICATION LINK 
SELECT ONE OF THE AaOVE 
:5 
TH I S PART OF 1.. I NI~ ANAL YS I S I NCLLJDES TWO PARTS. 
THE LINK BUDGET ANALYSIS AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION. 
1. THE LINK BUDGET ANALYSIS DETERMINES THE OPTICAL 
PO~IER AVAILABLE AT THE OPTICAL RECEIVER GIVEN THE 
Pf'RA~IErERS IN THE OPTICAL TRANS/1ITTER At~D THE CHANNEL. 
2. F'ERFORI1ANCE EVALUAT 1 01" 
2.1 UNCODED CASE 
THE RECEIVER DESIGN DETERMINES THE REOUIRED OPTICAL 
PO~IER AT THE RECEIVER GIVEN A SET OF RECEIVER 
P'I1RA/1ETERS TO ACH! EVE THE DES I RED PEr~FORMANCE 
(DIT ERROR RATE), TO MEET THE LINK REOUIREMENT. THE OPTICAL 
F'm/ER SHOULD BE GREATER THAll (~I1TH A 11ARI3IN) THE 
mmlJIfiED OPTICAL POWER. 
:!.":' CODED CASE 
THE EJER '/At.UES (RnNDOM COD I NG BOUtiO AND 
lJ~lION EJOUNO) ~IRE EVI\LUATED, 
CATSS/I..INCOM 
THE: FOLLO~mIG IS A LIST OF PARAI'IETEF:S TD BE 'DETERrtINED CATSS/LiNCOt1 
1: DESIGN BIT ERROR RATE(USED IN UNCODED CASE)· 0.10000E-08 
2: CODING IN USE (1-NO. 2-YES) - 1 
3: BASEBAND SIGNALING :t"ORt'IAT (NO CODING) '" 2 (l-NRZ, 2-BIPHASE) 
4: EXTI NCT! ON RAT! 0 = 0.0500 
5: DATA RATE - 100.000 MBPS 
6: OPTICAL CARRIER WAVELENGTH = 0.550000 NM 
7: CHANNEL MODEL - 1 (I=GAUSSIAN. 2-POISSON) 
8: DECODING METHon = 2 (I-SOFT, 2-HARD) 
9: SYMBOL SIZE 2.0 
10: CODING TYPE - 2 (I-BLOCK COVE, 2=CONVOLUTIONAL CODE ) 
11: CODE RATE - 0.3333 BITS/SYMBOL 
12: WORD LENGTH (B.C.) OR CONSTRAINT LENGTH (C.C.) - 5.0 
13: MINIMUM DISTANCE FOR THE CODE USED - 7.0 
31: AVERAGE TRANSMITTING OPTICAL PO~~ER = -10.00 DBW 
32: TRANSt1 ITTER ANTENNA GA I N = 8(1.00 DB 
33: TRANSr1ITTER OPTICAL TRANSMISSION LOSS -5.00 DB 
61: D I STANCE == :200.1;1 KM 
62: ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION LOSS - 0.00 DB 
91: RSCEIVER ANTENNA DIAMETER = 0.250 M 
<"2; RI'::CE I VER OPTI CAL TRANSI'tI SS I ON LOSS = -8.50 DB 
93: QUANTUM EFFICiENCY 0.850 
94: CHOICE OF MEAN AF'D GAIN'" 1 (1=OPTHIAL GAIN, 2-ARBITRARY GAIN) 
95: MEA~ APD GAIN = 200.00 
96: EFFECTIVE RATIO OF IONIZATION COEFFICIENTS 0.03 
97: PREAI1PLlFIER TEr/PERATURE = 300.0 DEG ~: 
98: EQUIVALENT PREAMPLIFIER INPUT IMPEDANCE· 100.0 OHMS 
99: SIGNAL COUNT '" 1 (i-USE CALCULATED SIGNAL COUNT VALUE 
2=USE INPUT SlGNnL COUNT VALUE) 
1(10: AVERAGE SIGNAL COUNT PER SYt1BOL TIME = 30.00() 
101: AVERAG.E NO I SE COUNT F'ER SYMBOL TI 11E = 5. Ol)O 
ENTER THE PARAMETER NUMBER FOR THE ONE TO BE REDEFINED 





ENTER 1 .. END 
2 
2 • RESULT PRINT OUT 
3 " SENSITIVITY CURV~ 
THE RECEIVED OPTICAL POWER· -7~.603 DBW 
ORIGINAL PP.GE rr~ 
OF POOR QUALITY 
THE OPTICAL POWER REQUIRED AT RECEIVER· -74.171 DBW 
1 • END OF OPTICAL LINK ANAl.YSIS 
2 • CONTINUE OPTICAL l.INK ANALYSts 
1 
END OF OprICAL LINK nNALYSIS 
. 
o • END OF CATSS ANALYSIS 
1 = RF LINK POWER BUDGET 
2 • RF SINGLE ACCESS (PN SPREAD) LINK 
3 - RF SINGLE ACCESS (FH/MFSK) LINK 
4 = RF MULTIPLE ACCESS CFH/MFSK) LINK 
!OJ " SF'ACE OPTICAL COMMUNICATION LINI< 
SELECT ONE OF THE ABOVE 
() 
FORTRf\N STOP 
THANI;: YOU FOR USING CATBS 
HAVE A NICE DAY 
LINCOM CORP 
L--------------·oflnCOm--
-40-
